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in the Dead Sea Scloììs, in: Studies in lìeligion

lìy the second half of the first century cE christians were beginning to undelstand themselves as a kin group. Paul routinely addressed his lettels to
lbrothers< and often lsistersrr.r In the book of Acts, the christ-believers too
frequently referred to each other as lbrothers<.2'l'his telminology has generated
an enormous amount of scholarship that seeks to understand how these chlistians were using kinship terminology to create bonds of solidarity and a new
group identity.il
Early christian use of such language was hardly urique. lJy the late filst
centul'y cE there had already been a long lewish tradition, stletching back to
the Ilebrew tsible, that used sibling terminology (particularly lblothern) to refer
to non-biologi<rally lelated mernbels of rlslael<.'r I Mar;callt:es, foL cxarn¡rls, a
probably fïctive lettel from the spaltans to onias states, llt has been found in
a document about the spartans and Iews that they are brothers and that they
are of the seed of Abraham<.5 '[he sectarian documents of the Dead sea Scrolls
use lblother< to denote other members of their community.ó 4 Maccabees uses
lbrothern to connote the relationship between fellow Jews.7'l'hese three uses are
all slightly diff'erent, showing how the term was deployed to create new kinship
connections anìong Iews; between lews and non-Jews (spartans, in this case);
and among members of a small insular sect. In a couple of papyri Bar-Kokhba
addresses his followers as brothers, creating a fïctive kinship among a band of

(20121,350-3ó3.
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fightels.rr MoLeover, as I'hili¡r Ilalland has noted, other non ìewish, voluntary
gr'otrps at this time also somctimes lefèrred to each other using kinship (ancl
specifically sibling) telminology. Seen in this context, the use of the terminology by eally Christians'is not very sulprising ol significant.
At the same tine, however, the Gospels make a noted attempt to caste Jesus as opposing the primacy of biological kinship. lWhoevel comes to me and
does not hate father and mother', wife and children, brothers and sistel's, yes,
and even life itself, cannot be my disciple< Jesus declares in Luke.e In Matthew,
Iesus says to Peter, lAnd evelyone whcl has left houses ol bt'othet's or sisters
or father or mothel or children or fields, for my name's sake, will receive a
hundredfold and will inherit eternal life<.r0 When seen against these texts, the
kinship telms used by early Christians seem more significant: they seem to linguistically constitute a kin group meaÌìt to replace rather than supplemønf the
biological one, an interpretation that takes added force from Paul's denigration
of marriage ar-rd biologicaì reproduction.
In this paper, I will use this clebate as a jumping ofï point to consider actual
sibling relationships among Iews in the early centuries of this era. 'l'his material
dimension has received surprisingly little scholarly attention. Even lesus, after
all, was said to have brothers and sisters. What form did these sibling relationships take, and how might we relate to these real relationships sclme of the more
ideological and prescriptive notions common at that time about how siblings
should relate to each other? In arlrlition to laying some gloundwolk for a more
com¡llex and sophisticatecl unclelstanding of Iewish families in antiquity, this
study will open up another lens thlough which we might approach the kinship
terminology in the New Testament. r¡Brother< or lsister< might at times mean
rcomrade< or lcolleague<, but fär more frequently it indicated a biological relationship. And like all relationships, family or not, the ones that these terms
signaled was as complex as the sibling relationships themselves. Siblings loved
and hated each other. They were involved in and alienated from each other's
lives. But the fact that they were siblings was relevant, both to their own perceptions of their relationships to each other and to how others perceived them.
tsefore proceeding, two preliminary comments, one theoretical and one
methodological, are in order. First, I do not talk here, or anywhere else, of lthe
Iewish family<. This is because, in my view, there is no single lJewish family<.
Iews (as weil as early Chlistians too) had families that in most ways resembled those of their neighbors, both geographically and socio-economically. In
the second century CE, for example, a rich Jewish family in Sardis would have
more resembled a rich Christian or pagan family than it would have resembled
a lJewishrr family in Judea. Iramilies structure themselves are determined by
a large number of factols, mostly according to very local circumstances. One
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a clustel of f'eatures that clistinguish, say, families of
fews, Chlistiars, and others (not to mention lmixed< familial permutations) in
a paltir;ulal r;ity or region, but I believe that it is set'iously mistaken tu apply
a conceptual categot'y like the Jewish farnily to lews of difÏelent regions.'l'he
best that I r:an do here is thus to tlace what we know of a few Iewish families,
and lrom them perhaps to make some modest irferences about other families
as well.
'I'hat said, however, it is impoltarìt to note that clur sources sirnply do not allow
fbr a rich poltrayal of any single sibling relationship that would be of value to
this inquily. (As I will note below, I exclucle the relationship between llelod and
his sister Salome, and similar kinds of t'elationships, as atypical and prone to
distortion by our sources.)Iosephus, whose testimony is usually vital fol reconstruction of Jewish life in the fit'st century Cli, writes much about ideal sibling
lelationships but little abclut actual, typical ones - even his own. 'l'hrr-rugh inscriptions and papyri we can see glimpses of real families fiom this time period.
I use early rabbinir; evidence to supplementthis evidence, notbecause I believe
that this evidence provides a tt'ansparent view of Jewish family life, even in

might perhaps argue

Galilee in the early third century where these compiìations were apparently
redacted, but because they seem to reflect a set of assumptions about family life
that cohere with the more fragmentary, and probably earlier, epigraphical and
documentary evidence.

1. CoNsTRATNTS AND CoNTEXTS
In their early groundbreaking work, P. Laslett and J. Flajnal developed social
scientifir; models for understanding iìuropean household structures. In their
early models, both scholars claimed that there was a single, dominant lturopean
househokl structure (mainly nuclear) that predated the industrial revolution.rr
In the face of mounting evidence that challenged this model, these scholars
later retreated slightly. While lÌajnal suggested that there were two kinds of dominant household structures in pre-industrial lturope, Laslett argued that there
were in fact four primary household structures, each of which was dominant
within a particular geographical region within lìurope.r2 lìven this, howeveL,
has proved to be too simplistic. It did not take long f'or increasing research to
make clear that household structures were in fact highly sensitive to very local
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contlitions, and that it was difficult to make broad generalizations about ldominant( household stluctures within broad regions.l3 This should haldly surplise us. Even in contempolal'y societies we see a wide range of household and
broader kinship structures within given national and evelì urban - borders.
While this might seem on its sut'face to be a step backwards, Iìajnal and
Laslett's pioneering resealch and the work it engendered in fact allowed us
to clarify the factors that help to determine household formations. In his review of the research, David Kertzer has argued that household diversity can be
explained plimalily by three factors: political economic forces, demographic
forces, and culture.ra llouseholds are the product of individuals trying to organize their family relationships within the constraints of these three factot's.
In order to understand how families in Iudea and the Galilee organized their
households from the filst to thild centuries CE, then, and the sibling relationships within them, we must first sketch the fbrces and constraints that these
household structures were meant to address.

1.1. Political Economy
Most of our evidence - deriving from Iosephus, the Babatha and other archives
found in the Judean l)esert, and early rabbinic literature reflects a landed

class of relatively modest means. Their landholdings were apparently comprised of a numbet' of smaìÌ, often non-t;ontingent plots. In part, this was a
function of the topography of both the cultivatable at'eas of the ludean Deset't
and upper Galilee, neither of which easily accommodates large fields. 'l'he landholders themselves did not appear to work this land; they employed slaves or
other workers or rented it out through (occasionally complex) arrangements
with sharecroppers.'l'hey registered their land with the Roman authorities and
remitted some portion of their crop (probably l0%-20%l to them.

1.2. Demographic Forces
While it appears that among wealthiel classes women married for the first time
in their mid-teens, the evidence f'or the mole middling landed class suggests
that within Judea the more typical age fol a woman's first marriage was closer to 20, whereas a man's age at first marriage would be around 30.1s Given
ancient mortality rates, there was a reasonably high chance that by the time a
man was 30 his father would have died. Marriages appear to have been largely patrilocal, although since the bride and groom might well have been from
the same settlement that may not have made much difference. As with most
See Dnvru L KEn'rzrn, llousehold Llistory and Sociological theory, in: Annual Review
ofSociology 17 (1991),155 179.
ra KEn'rzEn, Household Flistory, 174.
r5 MtcttAEL L. Snrt.ow, Jewish Malriage in Antiquity, Pt'inceton 2001, 105-109.
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other societies in antiquity, all of which had high moltality rates and a lack of
effective bilth control, we shoukl probably expect an average of 2-3 surviving
offspring, although there would have lleen other chikil'en who did not survive
to adulthood. we have no reason to suspect that within this population (except,
perha¡ls, in the immediate years after the revolts of 70 and 132 cll) there woulrì
have been a gender imbalance.

1.3. Culture
Three cultural norms - or as losephus would call them, lanr;estral tra¿itions<
had some relevance in household formation.'Ihe first was polygyny. Iewish men
were allowed to marry more than one wife and, as losephus apologetically notes,
sometimes actually did so. That, however, is almost our only extant evidence
for Iewish polygyny in ludea in the 1'( 3''i centuries and it is largely confined
to very wealthy families. our modest landowners overwhelmingly would have
been monogamous, although Ilabatha, who should be counted in this gr.oup,
entered a polygynous marriage after the death of her first husband.rú
The second cultural norm was levirate marriage. 'l'he levirate marriage is a
famous paradox. on the one hand, a man is forbidden from having sexual rela-

tions with his sister (including half-sisters); the wife of his brother; anrl two
sisters.rT Yet on the other hand, the Torah requires levirate marriage: in the
case when a man dies without having r;hildren, his widow is required to malry
his brother, although he is ¿rllowed to leject the marriage and thus undergo a
special ceremony of release.rB
l'hese rules engender in the rabbinic sources a long and complex series of
legal discussions. some of these discussions, which rthink with< extreme hypothetical legal cases in order to elucidate the issues laised by these verses, are
clearly farfetched. llow often could it have happened, for example, that a man
betrothed one of two sisters and forgot which one he betrothed?r,
It is often difficult, however, to determine precisely how farfetched a particular case might be. lThere are four brothers<, one mishnah begins, and rtwo

of them marry two sisters[...]('". If they die childless, what levirate ties and
responsibilities exist? The answer to this question is of less concern to me here
than the question itself - how outlandish is this case? Is it entirely hypothetir;al,
or might it reflect the fact that whole families, living in close proximity to each
other, did develop complex marital relationships? I suspect that scenarjos like
this were more common than we might suspect.
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The third, and most important, cultural norm was the law of inheritance. Here
biblical law - which appears to have been followed by at least some Iudeans was sharply different from Roman law. Whereas Roman law included women in
the table of even intes{ate succession, Judean custom disallowed them. Women
who had brothers were not to inherit their parents, even if their parents wanted
to include them in the inheritance.2l The Torah, followed by rabbinic law, allows
women to inherit only when they had no brothers.22
The Iudean desert papyri provide some evidence that while many Iews in
the first and second century adhered to this law of succession, daughters who
had brothers often were given by other legal means a share of the patrimony.
Families primarily used two legal strategies to transfer goods to their daughters, dowries and deeds of gift. Dowries always consisted of moveable goods
and were usually relatively modest, whereas deeds of gifts to daughters often
consisted of property, sometimes a dwelling or courtyard.2s We might expect although there is no definitive evidence either way - that the property that parents transferred to a daughter was worth less than the property that would end
up in the hands of her brothers.
It is within this broader context and set of constraints that we must consider
the issue of sibling relationships. What do we know about sibling relationships
within these Iewish families in both Iudea and the Galilee, and what might we
reasonably be able to infer?

2.

REALITY

The law of inheritance, the concentration of a family's wealth in property, and
the division of that property into small fields made it likely that even after the
death of their father brothers would be involved in each other's lives. Imagine a
family of two brothers and a sister. The parents would give some of their wealth,
particularly in movable property (e.g., textiles, jewelry, cash) but also perhaps
including some land, to their daughter around the time of her wedding. When the
father dies, the two brothers inherit the estate, although their father's wife (who
may or may not be their mother) has a lien on the estate for the amount of her
prestipulated marital settlement. According to the biblical laws of inheritance,
the first born son receives a double-portion - in this case, that would mean twothirds of the estate (after deducting what was owed to their father's wife) goes to

2r

Num 27.
Cf. Mishnah Baba Batra 8,2, setting the Iaw of succession: (1) sons and their descendents; (2) daughters and their descendents; (3) brothers and their descendents; (4)
paternal uncles. According to Mishnah Ketubot 4,1, if a court fined a man for seducing or
raping a woman while the woman's father still lived, and he then died before payment,
the payment belongs to her brothers due to inheritance.
23 SATrow, Jewish Marriage, 97-100. Cf. Monoucunl ArIvl Fntnotr,tlN, Iewish Marriage
in Palestine. A Cairo Geniza Study, Tel-Aviv/New York 1980, 1, 35ó-391.
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the oldest son and one-third to the youngest.2a In such a case, it would be more
probable that the estate could be divided lcleanly<, with some fields given outright to the youngest son who might then move to a new household.
such a rclean< division, howeve¡ was not always easy. The composition of the
holdings (e. g., unevenly sized or productive fields), the number of brothers (the
more brothers the more equitable their inheritance settlement), or the availability and cost of dwellings (should one brother inherit thelr father's dwelling, the
others might not be able to find suitable housing in range of their landholdings)
might all complicate such an arrangement. Moreover, I have found no evidence
that the law of first-born inheritance was actually practiced.
For better or worse, then, brothers were often stuck with each other. Their
joint ownership of a family dwelling might have limited their mobilit¡ often
keeping them in close proximit¡ sometimes even in the same house. One
mishnah discusses the case of brothers living together and sharing some, but
not all, property and clothing.25 Another mishnah imagines brothers living in
individual apartments within a single courtyard.2ó A papyrus scrap, probably
of a census or tax document, suggests that this was not an uncommon occurrence.27 Familiarity with one's brother is assumed: According to one rabbinic
source, a man is expected to know his brother's handwriting, just as he knows
the signature of his father and teacher.28
Whether or not they lived together, however, many more brothers found
themselves in joint business ventures. Here, the documentary record is relatively strong. several papyri use the conventional phrase rthe inheritors of soand-so< to indicate ownership of a field.2e A >document of deposit< in Greek from
110 cE appears to deal with a case in which two brothers were in business with
each other and one of them died, leaving his share of the business to his son.
Rather than liquidate the property and clear the debt, the remaining brother
wrote a kind of I.O.U. to his nephew.3o Papyri explicitly mention brothers owning fields jointly.3l
Rabbinic sources, too, support the idea that brothers often found themselves jointly owning business property. One source discusses the possibility of

2a Deut27,77.
2s Mishnah Beça

5,3; Tosefta Beça 4,5. Cf. Mishnah Kelim 18,9, on brothers splitting
ownership of a single bed. There were, 0f course, cases in which brothers were able to
take their share of the inheritance separately. Cf. Mishnah Nedarim 9,5.
2ó Mishnah Erubin ó,7. It is unclear ifthis source refers to the
brothers eating together at
a single table in the courtyard or all being supported by a living father, Even in the latter
case, though, the brothers could well decide to stay where they are after their father dies.

2t Je¡uES H. culnrnswonrH,4,LrrrEs c. vnNonnrlu/MoNrcl BRAoy, Miscellaneous texts
from the Iudean Desert, Oxfordr/New York 2000, 222-223.
2B Mishnah Ketubot 2,10.
2e This phrase appears in Greek and Aramaic.
See in XHev/Se7,9,64.
30
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brothers dividing a field that they presumably inherited together into individually held plots only to reunite them; most likely they would be more profitable
that way.32 Rabbinic law dealing with the payment of second and poor tithes
favors partnerships, explicitly mentioning property jointly owned by brothers.33
In some agricultural cases, brothers are in fact assumed to be acting in partnership.3a Special rules that govern brothers serving as witnesses reflect the
assumption that they share interests.35
The rabbis are also aware of the tensions that such arrangements could create. One mishnah deals with a case in which brothers would like to treat their
joint property in different ways:
>Two brothers, one was poor and one was

rich, and their father left them a bath-

house and an olive press. If [the father] made these [facilities] in order t0 rent them
out [and then collect and use the proceeds], the rent money is split evenly. If [the
fatherl made these [facilities] for their own use' the rich [brother] can say to the

poor [brother]: tTake your slaves and bathe in the bath-houser, [or] rTake your olives
and process them in the olive presst<.3ó

The problem is that the poor brother has no assets, like slaves and olives: He
wants to rent out the facilities and take his share of the income. The rich brother, though, has more need of the facilities than the money. The mishnah sets a
rule - that of original precedent and the intention of their father - to determine
the use of the inherited assets. The trope of the rich and poor brothers, and the
tensions between them, also appears elsewhere in rabbinic literature.3T

Brothers could also take responsibility for burying each other, although
given the relative paucity of evidence for this practice it seems likely not to
have occurred frequently. Most men would be buried - or, as in the case of most
of the extant evidence, interred in an ossuary - by their parents, children, or
wives. A few ossuary inscriptions, however, that identify a man by his relationship to his brother indicate that in the lack of these relationships, a brother
could bury him.38 In one case we also find a man burying his sister.3e Presumably, she was left without parents, a husband, or children.
Our evidence is heavily weighted toward brother-brother relationships. We
know far less about brother-sister relationships. Rabbinic law gives certain rights
to an elder brother over his minor sister when their father has died, but there is

32
33
3a

st

women in Iudea and the Galilee maintained some kind of relationship with
their parents, even after they married.a3 some rabbinic sources recommend that
a man marry the daughter of his siste¡ but one scholar has argued that this was,
in fact, against the prevalent norm, in which endogamous marriages occurred
through one's brother's line. That is, a man's sister and her family was physically and conceptually more distant from him than his brother and his family.aa
About sister-sister relationships, we know even less. Neither papyri nor epigraphic evidence from this period document any relations between sisters. If
brothers from one family married sisters from another famil¡ and the brothers
were in partnership or lived locally, we might expect those sisters to maintain
some sort of relationship. The sources, however, remain silent about what kind
of relationship they might have had.
In this context it is intriguing to consider lesus' relationship with his siblings. Iesus likely had siblings. According to Mark ó,3, Iesus'neighbors have
trouble taking seriously his teaching in the synagogue: rls this not the carpenter, the son of Mary and brother of Iames and Ioses [=Ioseph] and Iudas
and Simon, and are not his sisters here with us?<a5 Jesus' sisters, as is typical
in much literature from antiquit¡ are erased from the historical record; we
never even learn their names. The brothers, though, fare slightly better. The
New Testament mentions them only a couple times lumped together under the

40 Mishnah

Tosefta Maaser Sheni 4,4.
Tosefta Sheviit ó,22.
Cf. Mishnah Baba Batra 3,4.

12 XHev/Se 12;63.
a3 MlcsÄEr L. Slrrow,

Nr. 85, 392, 415,1358,1457.
3e CorroN, Corpus Inscriptionum, Nr.5ó4.
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no independent evidence than these rights were ever exercised.a' Rabbinic law
also assumes that brothers could be sexually attracted to their sisters, but it is
difficult to know what to make of this assumption.ar rhe women who received
the bulk of their patrimony as moveable objects were more mobile than their
brothers. women, in fact, often appear to have moved to the house of their husbands and their family estates. since many women probably married local men,
that move may not have been far, but it nonetheless was indicative of the break
between a \ryoman and continuing interests in her family's business interests.
The evidence, here, though, indicates wide variability. Brothers and sisters
could find themselves in business with each othe¡ or on opposite ends of a legal
suit over a property dispute.a2 Iosephus' description of Herod's and salome's
relationship, which was so close as to be at times creepy (perhaps intentionally
so, written by an author hostile to Herod upon which Iosephus drew), is almost
surely the result of literary tropes and polemics rather than a reflection of normal behavior. I have argued elsewhere that there is evidence that some Iewish
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general designation of the lbrothers( (Iohn 7,13; Acts 1,14; lCor 9,5). About
one of his brothers, Iames, we appear to know slightly more. According to Acts,
Iames served at least for a time as a leader among the emerging Christians in
Ierusalem, on the. one hand relaxing the requirements of Mosaic law on the
Gentiles while on the other convolutedly deciding that some requirements do
indeed apply to them.aó Paul mentions having met him and Iosephus describes
his execution at the hands of a run-away high priest, Ananus, probably around
ó2 C8.47 Starting in the third century the Letter of James was attributed to Iesus'
brother, but it is unlikely to be authentic, and even if it is, the Letter of Iames
tells us little of historical value.
Iesus and Iames would have had a different kind of relationship from the
siblings discussed above because there was no property at stake. Their father
was (if the Gospels are to be trusted) a craftsman, which would have made him
both less wealthy and more mobile than landowners. The very economics of
their family created a household in which siblings were less entangled in each
other's lives, and thus lesus' denigration of biological kinship was perhaps less
radical than it initially appears.
At the same time, though, Iames clearly gained prominence among lesus'
early followers precisely due to his biological relationship to his brother. There
should be nothing surprising in the fact that he followed his brother and that,
following lesus' death, he claimed for himself a privileged position as the interpreter and bearer oflesus'will. Nor is there anything surprising about the fact
that many people would have taken James' claim seriously, if only because he
was related by blood to Jesus. Biological kinship mattered, and to understand
how and why we must turn to the ideological construction of kinship relationships in ancient Jewish households.

7.

Innor,ocv aND Frcrrvn KrNsHrP

Ancient sources insist that biological brothers had a special bond that demanded
loyalty, love, and affection from each other. Nowhere in classical sources is this
trope more coherently developed than in Plutarch's tract, lon Brotherþ Love<.
Like the love of children for their parents, the love of brothers, Plutarch claims,
is natural: r[M]ost friendships< he writes, >are in reality shadows and imitations
of that first friendship which Nature implanted in children toward parents and
in brothers toward brothers<aB. Nature models friendship, as it were, through the
affection that we naturally feel toward those related to us by blood.
Even Plutarch, with his highly idealistic portrayal of brotherly love, recognizes that real life sometimes creates obstacles to its realization. In real life,
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Plutarch notes, outsiders sometimes attempt to undermine this bond. Brothers,
however, must be careful to resist these attempts. Plutarch brings for an example the case of a woman jealous of her brother-in-law's success: lWe should be on
our guard against the pernicious talk of relatives, of members of our household,
and sometimes even of a wife who joins in the rest in challenging our ambition
by saying: rYour brother carries all before him and is admired and courted, but
you are not visited by anybody and enjoy no distinction at all.oNot sor a sensible man would repl¡ rI have a brother who is highly esteemed, and most of his
influence is mine to sharer<ae. According to Plutarch, the family is a single team,
buffeted on many sides by those wanting to tear it apart for their own benefit.
Plutarch's contemporary Josephus too promotes the idea of brotherly love.
Hence, in his retelling of the biblical tale of loseph, Iosephus writes of his brothers that they lbore themselves as though it were some stranger who was to
receive the benefits indicated by these dreams, and not a brother, whose fortunes it was but nature that they should share, becoming his partners, as in
parentage, so likewise in prosperity<so. The passage could have come straight
from Plutarch: brothers should understand themselves as sharing in each other's fortunes and misfortunes. Drawing on the same trope, Iosephus writes that
lAntipater [...] became an object of intolerable abhorrence to the nation; for all
knew that it was he who had contrived all the calumnies against his brothers<sr,
Iosephus singles out those who kill their brothers as particularly wicked and
impious.s2 Herod pleads for one of his brothers on account of the rnatural affectionr that unites brothers.53
The expectation that brothers would favor each other also forms the backbone of losephus' creative retelling of the story of Korach's rebellion in Numbers 1ó-18. According to Iosephus, but found nowhere in the biblical account,
Korach specifically accuses Moses ofpreferring his brother Aaron as high priest
due to his relationship with him. Moses vociferously rejects this accusation.sa
In Iosephus, these and many other expressions of the value of brotherly
affection are clearly part of a trope. Did real brothers or siblings, though, really
feel and act upon such affection? Iosephus himself provides an intriguing example of the sometimes uneasy relationship between the ideal and the real. Almost
in passing, Josephus mentions that he had a brothe¡ Matthias.5s As this brother
had the same name as their father, he was most likely the eldest son. Matthias
appears only once more in losephus's narrative. After the fall of lerusalem,
Iosephus tells us that he secured amnesty for many of his acquaintances in the
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city, including his brother Matthias.só Iosephus never tells us about Matthias'
activities during the war against Rome, or his feelings toward or relationship
with his oldest brother. One wonders if the feelings of affection between the two
did not quite approach Iosephus' own ideal.
While our sources most frequently mention the ideal relationship between
brothers, they also occasionally assume a similar relationship between brothers
and sisters. One midrash, for example, asks why Shimon and Levi are singled
out as Dinah's brothers in Genesis 34,25: Are not all of Iacob's sons her brothers? The answer is that by avenging her rape, Shimon and Levi lput out their
selves on account of their sisternsT. That is, because they showed exceptional
devotion to her, Scripture rewarded them by referring to them, and not the others, as Dinah's brothers.
This ideal of brotherly love, as well as its application to fictive kinship, can
also be seen in rabbinic sources. One rabbinic story, for example, tells of two
brothers in the temple who raced to perform the sacrifice. Just as one brother
reached the lamb, the other stabbed him. After the event, the storyteller continues, a rabbi stood in the temple and addressed, >our brothers, the house of Israel<. One of the points of this story was to reinforce the idea that the members
of Israel are as bound to and responsible for each other as brothers.s8
Out of the welter of possible issues and tensions that these sources could
emphasize in sibling - particularly brother-brother - relationships, they focused
most strongly on love, affection, and solidarity. As argued above, these relationships were rather more complex and centered primarily on concrete issues of
property. Why, then, do the ideologues (except for Iesus or his biographers!) so
heavily emphasize the affective and obligatory side of these relationships?
I would like to suggest that this ideology was not simply a classical trope
that was mindlessly picked up and used by Iews in antiquit¡ but that it was
also useful to those Iews. When brothers who jointly owned property that was
unprofitable to divide quarreled, the results were potentially disastrous. Sibling
bonds then, as noq are usually weaker than parent-child bonds. It was in society's interest to strengthen those bonds in order to maintain the stability of
households. As in many unindustrialized countries today, lsibling relationshlps
are of fundamental importance in determining family functioning and the family's adaptation to the larger society, with sibling cooperation essential to attain
marital and economic goalsrse. A strong ideology that reinforced solidarity between siblings in this environment helped to take the edge off of the inevitable
conflicts that otherwise threatened the attainment of these goals.
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non-lsraelite asserting las if< they were brothers ofthe Israelites.
5e VlctoR G. CIclRntLI, Sibling Relationships in Cross-Cultural Perspectives, in: Journal of Marriage and Family 56 (1994), ló.
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CONCLUSTONS

Despite Plutarch's and losephus' moralizing, sibling relationships were (and
are) not universal and abstract. Within a given society, the norm depends on
several interrelated, concrete and material factors, and even then we should
expect wide variations. This paper has attempted to tease out some of these
norms for Iews living in Iudea and the Galilee in the first two centuries of this
era. Tracking the extant evidence, I have dealt here primarily with those Iews
who held most of their wealth in land. Families with more liquid assets - as well
as Iewish families that did not adhere to the Torah's and rabbinic laws of inheritance - might well have looked quite different, with more distance between
siblings, particularly brothers.
This, then, perhaps obliquely can help us to make sense of both Iesus' and
Iosephus'relationships to their siblings. Iesus appears to have come from a family that supported itself through trade rather than land. It also might have been
more mobile than many families. Both of these conditions might lead to weaker
relationships between siblings. So too, while Iosephus would gain estates from
his Roman patrons, his earlier wealth may have come primarily from his connection to the Ierusalem priesthood. He maintained, of course, a relationship
with his older brother, but they would have been less entangled in each other's
lives than if they were in business together.
In closing, it is worth making one final observation. It is interesting to note
that very specific material conditions can act in concert with more universal
norms to create distinct family structures. In this case, the combination of landholding in non-easily divisible parcels with a law of succession that excludes
women in most cases and divides the property almost equally among brothers and the law of levirate marriage would serve to strengthen ties between
brothers, even as it potentially weakened ties between brothers and sisters or
between sisters. This, of course, does not mean that brothers, even business
partners, necessarily loved each other. But then again, what does love have to
do it with it?
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